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The relation between the category of coherent sheaves on an algebraic 
scheme X (i.e., a scheme of finite type over a field) and the group of 
algebraic cycles on X can be expressed in terms of the Riemann-Roth 
theorem of Baum, Fulton and McPherson (for simplicity we assume X 
equidimensional). 

Here G,(X) is the Grothendieck group of coherent sheaves on X [13], gr; 
refers to the graded group defined by the y-filtration on G,(X) (cf. Kratzer 
[14], Soult [20]), and CH’(X) is the Chow group of codimension i 
algebraic cycles defined by Fulton [9]. The left-hand isomorphism is a for- 
mal consequence of the existence of a I-structure on G,(X) while the 
existence of r is the central theme of the B-F-M RR theorem. 

The main purpose of this paper is to define a theory of higher Chow 
groups CH*(X, n), n 2 0, so as to obtain isomorphisms 

0 grb G,(% & G,(X), P in 0 CH’O’, n),, 
i i 

where G, denotes the higher K-groups of the category of coherent sheaves 
as defined by Quillen [18]. (Again, the left-hand isomorphism is 
established in [20] as a formal consequence of the L-structure.) 

In fact, the description of the CH*(X, n) is not difficult. Recall the group 
of cycles z*( Y) on an algebraic scheme Y is the free-abelian group (graded 
by codimension) with generators the irreducible closed subvarieties of Y. z* 
is covariant for proper morphisms and contravariant for flat morphisms. If 
W + Y is a closed subscheme which is a local complete intersection, there 
is a pullback map i*: z*(Y)’ +z*( W) defined, where z*( Y)‘cz*( Y) is the 
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subgroup generated by irreducible subvarieties of Y meeting W properly, 
i.e., in the correct dimension. Let k be a field, and let 

d”=Sp(klt,,...,t.l/(Zti-I))-A;, n>o. 

Given an increasing map p: (0 ,..., m} + (0 ,..., n}, we define 6: A” + A” by 
P*(ti)=&j,=itj, (p”*(ti)=O if p-‘({i})=@). If p is injective, we say 
p(A”) c A” is a face. If p is surjective, p” is a degeneracy. Define z*(X, n) c 
z*(X x k A”) to be generated by irreducible subvarieties meeting all faces 
Xx A” c Xx A” properly. One checks easily that the z*(X, .) are stable 
under pullback by the degeneracy maps. We obtain in this way a simplicial 
complex of graded abelian groups, 

z*(x, .): ..’ - ,-*(A!, 2)=3 
p.-YiJ 

?, 
z*(x, 1) - - z*(x, O), 

sl s 

where 2Ji (resp. Si) means pullback along the face map 

(t o,..., t,_ 1) + (to,..., tj-. ] 9 O, ti,..., tn-- I) 

(resp. degeneracy) 

(t (j,..., t,) + (fO5..., tj- 15 t, + tj+ 17 fi+21..., t,). 

The groups CH*(X, n) are defined to be the homotopy of this complex. By 
the known structure of simplicial abelian groups, this coincides with the 
homology of the complex: 

n:=o Ker(8;: z*(X, n) + z*(X, n - 1) 
CH*(X’ n)= a,, ,(n~=, ker(8,: z*(X, n + 1) -+ z*(X, n)) 

2: Ker(C( - l)i ai: z*(X, n) -+ 2*(X, n - 1)) 
- Im(C( - l)i ai: z*(X, n + 1) + z*(X, n)) ’ 

For example, z*(X, 0) = z*(X), and CH*(X, 0) = n,(z*(X, . )) is defined 
by killing cycles of the form Z(0) - Z(l), where Z is a cycle on Xx A I 
meeting the libre over ie A’ properly in Z(i) for i= 0, 1. It follows (cf. 
Fulton [9, Proposition 1.61) that CH*(X) = CH*(X, 0) is the Chow group 
of X as defined by Fulton. 

Among the properties we establish for CH*(X, n), X quasi-projective 
over a field k, are: 

(i) Functoriulity: Covariant for proper maps, contravariant for flat 
maps. Contravariant for arbitrary maps when X is smooth. 
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on x (ii) Homoropy : CH*(X, n) z CH*( I’(E), n) for E a vector bundle 

(iii) Localization: Yc X closed, pure codimension da long exact 
sequence 

..a +CH*(X- Y,n+ l)+CH*-d(Y,n)+CH*(X,n)-+CH*(X- Y,n) 

+CH*-d(Y,n-l) 

-+ ... -CH*-d(Y,O) -, CH*(X, 0) + CH*(X- Y, 0) + 0. 

(iv) Local to global spectral sequence: CH*(X, n) g Wpn(X, z;( .)), 
where zf(. ) is the complex of Zariski sheaves concentrated in negative 
degrees given by U + z*( U, . ). In particular, given r 2 0 there is a spectral 
sequence Epq= W’(X, CH’(-q))*CH’(X, -q-p), where CH’(q) is the 
Zariski sheaf associated to the presheaf U + CH’( V, q). 

(v) Multiplicativity: CHP(X, q) @ CH’( Y, S) + CHP+‘(Xx Y, 
q+s). Pulling back along the diagonal yields a product structure 

CHP(X, q)@CH’(X, S) + CHP+‘(X, q+s) 

for X smooth. 

(vi) Chern classes: For E on X a rank n vector bundle, there are 
well defined operators ci(E): CH”(X, b) + CHa+‘(X, b), 1 < i<n, having 
the functoriality properties detailed in (Fulton [9, Chap. 31). In particular, 
writing 5 for the first Chern class of 0( 1) on P(E) +n X, one has the pro- 
jective bundle theorem 

0 n*: CH*(X, m)& CH*P(E), m) 

as well as the usual Chern class identity 

5”+c,(“-‘+ ... +c,=o. 

We can define ci(E) = ci(E)(X) E CH’(X, 0). When X is nonsingular, ci = 
multiplication by ci. 

(vii) Relationship with K-theory: CHP(X, q)@ Q g gr,PGJX) @ Q. 
(viii) Codimension 1. For X smooth, 

q=o 

q=l 

422. 
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(ix) Finite coefficients and the Ctale topology: Let zX. &,( .) be the 
complex of sheaves on X for the &ale topology, given by U + z*( IJ, . ). 

Let n be an integer prime to the characteristic of k and let rr: X+ Sp k be 
the structure map. Then the pullback 

is a quasi-isomorphism. 
(x) Gersten’s conjecture: For X smooth over k there are flasque 

resolutions 

0 + CWq) -+ 0 i,(CHVp k(x), q) + @ i,CH’- ‘(Sp k(x), q - 1) 
xe.~ XEX’ 

+ ... -+ 0 i,CXPY(Sp k(x), 0) + 0 
.Y t .YU 

(for notation, cf. Sect. 10). In particular, 

CH’(X) g H’(X, CH’(r)). 

One could say that the purpose of this paper is to establish some of the 
foundational results for higher Chow theory; results which have been 
available in K-theory for several years. We are hopeful, however, that one 
eventually will be able to exploit several advantages of the Chow theory. 
For one thing, the groups CH’(X, n) arise as the homology of a complex 
Y(X, . ) whose terms z’(X, n) are sheaves in any reasonable topology on X. 
As an example, if k’/k is galois with group G and X,, = X’, then z’(X, n) = 
z’(X’, n)“. This should make the study of descent questions more accessible 
in the Chow theory. 

A second point concerns values of L-functions. As originally formulated, 
the Beilinson conjectures related the groups gr; K, to values of L-functions 
multiplied by rational numbers. As Souli: has pointed out, however, the y- 
filtration depends on the choice of a product structure and is only really 
satisfactorically defined after tensoring with Q. Thus to have precise conjec- 
tures about L-values without mysterious rational factors one can hope to 
use the groups CH’(X, n) which are integrally defined. The regulator map, 
which Beilinson defines using Chern classes, should be replaced by an 
Abel-Jacobi map CH’(X, n) + J where J is the intermediate jacobian 
associated to the Hodge structure H2’-’ (Xxd”, XxS”-‘) (S”-i=union 
of n - 1 faces in d”). I hope to return to this point in a future paper. 

Lichtenbaum and Soul& have stressed the interest in working with the 
zeta function ix(s) of a variety X (of finite type over Z). For example, a 
conjecture of Soult [21] can be reinterpreted in terms of the Chow theory 
as: 
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Conjecture. Let d = dim X. Then 

-ordSEd-, ~,&s) = c (- l)l rkCH’(X, i). 

Of course, we do not know whether CH’(X, i) has finite rank, or whether 
CH’(X, if 6 Q = 0 for i $0. The interesting point, however, is that we seem 
to be groping for a notion of Euler-Poincare characteristic for the complex 
zr(X, . ). Is there lurking here some sort of arithmetic index theory? 

Finally, Beilinson (in the Zariski topology) and Lichtenbaum (in the 
Ctale topology) have conjectured the existence of complexes f(r), r > 0, 
such that r(O)=Z, r(l)=G,[-11, and F(r) has analogous properties [S, 
173. For example, the axioms of Lichtenbaum for T(r) in the etale 
topology would make it the true carrier of the long sought generalized 
arithmetic duality extending class field theory to the categories of smooth 
algebraic varieties over finite, local, and global fields. 

Conjecture. The complex zr(X, * ) [ -2r J shealified for the Zariski (resp. 
etale) topology satisfies the axioms of Beilinson (resp. Lichtenbaum). 

1. ELEMENTARY MOVING AND FUNCTORIALITY 

We work in the category of quasi-projective schemes over a field k. 
Unless explicit mention is made to the contrary, we will assume all schemes 
are equidimensional. Here are two simple moving lemmas. We are endeb- 
ted to 0. Gabber for simplifying and correcting an earlier formulation. 
(For more precise results, cf. Kleiman [26] or Levine [ 161.) Closed sub- 
schemes A and B of an algebraic k-scheme X will be said to intersect 
properly if codim, A n B 3 codx A + codx B. (For the applications, either 
X will be smooth or one of A, B will be a local complete intersection.) 

LEMMA (1.1). Let X be an algebraic k-scheme and G a connected 
algebraic k-group acting on X. Let A, B c X be closed subsets, and assume 
the fibres of the map G x A + X( g, a) + g.a all have the same dimension, and 
that this map is dominant. Then there exists an open set @ # U c G such that 
for g E U the intersection g(A) & B is proper. 

ProojI Consider the diagram 

G-GxA- X 
2 

\ 
uclu 

‘C ----+B 
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where C is the indicated libre product. Our hypthesis implies dim C = 
dim G + dim A + dim B-dim X. We may take for U the open set in G 
where the tibres of C + G have smallest dimension. Q.E.D. 

LEMMA ( 1.2). Let hypotheses be as in ( 1.1). Assume, moreover, given an 
overfield K 3 k and a K-morphism $1 X, + G,. Let @ # V c X be open such 
that for every x E V, a scheme point, we have 

tr deg, k(cp 0 1,4(x), n(x)) 2 dim G, 

where 71: X, + X, and cp: G, + Gk (in other words, the sum of the transcen- 
dence degrees over k of the scheme points x and e(x) is large). Define 4: 
X, + X, by 4(x) = I/I(X). x and assume q4 is an isomorphism. Then the inter- 
section &A n V) n B is proper. 

Proof of (1.2). We have the diagram (n: A, + Ak) 

(VnA),nC- C -B 

As in Lemma (1.1) dimC=dimG+dimA+dimB-dimX. Also (Vn 
A)K n C is identical under q4 with qS( V n A) n B. It therefore suffices to show 
the intersection C n (V n A) is proper on G x A. We can replace A by 
V n A and ignore V. 

We regard this as an intersection problem on G x A for C arbitrary. 
Replacing C by a hyperplane section, we may assume Cn A is zero-dimen- 
sional. For the intersection to be improper we must have dim C < dim G. 
Let aE A be a scheme point such that ($(a), z(a))E C. We must have 
tr deg, k($(a), a) < dim G, contradicting the hypotheses. 

Remark. In the applications, X=X’ x A’, with G acting trivially on A’. 
We are given tiO: A, + G, and an open W, c A: such that for all scheme 
points w  E W,, tr deg, I/~(W) > dim G - 1 and tr deg, $,Jw) = dim G if w  is 
algebraic over k. Then the map I+$ = $,, 0 pr: X -+ G satisfies the hypotheses 
of (1.2). Indeed, the map 4: X= X’ x A’ +X is &x, a) = ($Ja) x, a) and is 
therefore an isomorphism. 

PROPOSITION (1.3). Let X be an algebraic k-scheme. Then the complex 
z*(X, . ) is covariant functional (with the expected shif in grading by 
codimension) for proper maps and contravariant functorial for flat maps. 

Proof: Recall z*(X, n) c z*(X x A”) is generated by subvarieties meeting 
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all the faces Xx d” c Xx d” properly. Let f: X + Y be proper. Then fx 1: 
Xx d” + Y x A” is also proper, so there is an induced map on cycles f, : 
z*(XxA”)+z*(YxA”). For ZcXxA” and a: A”+A” a face one has 

f(Z) n a( Y x A”) =f(Z n 8(Xx A”‘)), 

dim(f(Z) n a( Y x A”)) < dim(Z n 8(Xx A”)). 

It follows that the arrows in the square 

z*(x, n) L z*v, m) 

I f. I f. 
z*(Y,n)L z*t K m) 

are defined. The fact that the square commutes is (Fulton [9, Theorem 
6.2(a)]). Actually, Fulton works modulo rational equivalence, but we can 
replace Xx A”, Xx A”, Y x A”) with Z (resp. f(Z), Zn (Xx A”), f(Zn 
(Xx A”))) and assume we are working with cycles of codimension 0, so 
rational equivalence changes nothing). 

Finally, the assertion for flat maps is straightforward, cf. [9, 1.71. 
Q.E.D. 

COROLLARY (1.4). Let n: Sp k’ + Sp k be a finite extension. Then one 
has z*(Xk, .) +“* z*(Xk8, *) +‘* z*(Xk, .). The composition ?z*~* = 
multiplication by [k’: k]. 

2. THE HOMOTOPY THEOREM 

In this section, X will denote any algebraic scheme over a field k. The 
hypothesis X quasi-projective is not needed. Our objective is to prove: 

THEOREM (2.1) (Homotopy). The pullback map 

?r*: z*(x, .) +2*(xX A”, .) 

is a quasi-isomorphism. 

We begin by lixing triangulations of A” x A1 for all n. Recall A” has coor- 
dinates (to,..., t,) with C ti = 1. Vertices are the points pi = (0 ,..., 0, 1,O ,..., 0) 
with 1 in the ith place. By definition vertices in A” x A’ will be the points 
(p,,O), (pi, l)forO<i<n. Weidentify A”xA1yA”+‘, ((to ,..., t,), u)--, 
(t o,..., t, _, , u) and let vertices in A”+ 1 be the images of those in A” x A ‘. 
Given a set S of r + 1 vertices uo,..., U,E ,4”+r, we define 0,: A’ -+ A”+ ’ by 
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e,(t,,..., t,) = C tiui. A triangulation is a collection { 9n },=0, ,, 2...., where 
each 5$ is itself a collection of sets S of it + 1 vertices together with signs 
o(S) such that writing 

T,= 1 o(S)B$ z*(XxA’xA”)-,z*(XxA”+‘) 
sty 

we have for any cycle z such that the boundaries are defined 

(dT,,- T,p,d)(z)=zl XX{OJXd”-4XX{l)Xd”. 

For example, T, looks like 

with signs arranged so the diagonal faces in i?T, cancel. We fix once and for 
all such a triangulation and the corresponding T,,,, =o, ,...,. 

Given a connected algebraic k-group G acting on X and a morphism I,$: 
A’ -+ G defined over some overlield K 3 k, one can try to consider the com- 
position (4(x, v) = ($(Y) ‘4 ~11, 

z*Gf!o . ) R* z*(xK, .) PFl -z*(XxA~, .) )’ b 2*(xX Ai, .) 

-J-L z*(x,, . + 1). 

The difficulty is that T.(z*(Xx A ‘, .)) C& z*(X,, . + 1). For example, with 
reference to the above diagram of T,, there is no reason why a cycle in 
z*(Xx A i, 1) need meet the diagonal face properly. We will see, however, 
using Lemma (1.2), that the composition 

h, = T,, 0 q5* 0 prf 0 TC*: 2*(X,, .) --+ z*(X,, . + 1) 

is defined under fairly general hypotheses. When it is defined, h, gives a 
homotopy $(O)* N 11/(l)*: z*(X,, .) -+2*(X,, .). 

We will need (unfortunately) a more elaborate result. Given a finite 
collection y = {Y,} of locally closed subschemes Yjc X, let zt(X, .) c 
z*(X, . ) be the subcomplex generated by subvarieties Z c Xx A” such that 
for all faces Xx A” c Xx A” and all YE y, the intersections Z n (Xx A”) 
and Z n ( Y x A”) are proper (i.e., have dimension < the expected dimen- 
sion. In applications, either X will be smooth or Y will be a 1.c.i.). If y = 
{ Y) we write z*y in place zy*. If X is smooth, or if Y is a Cartier divisor, we 
have a pullback map 

z*,(X, .) + z*( Y, .). 
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To muddy the water a bit more, given A c Y t X with A closed in Y, 
define a subcomplex by 

~f~,~~(X,n)={z~~*y~~(X,n)~z~(yxd,)=z~+z~, zkproperdim.and 

supp zk c A x A”, all faces A” c A”}. 

One has inclusions of complexes 

4x . ) = z&f, ,4,(X . ) = z*y-AK . ) = z*w, .I. 

If X is smooth, there is a natural map 

z&, .4)(X .I + z*t K * )/z*(A, .I. 

LEMMA (2.2). Let the notation be as above and assume It/(O) = Id E G and 
$(x) is k generic for all x E A l(k), x # 0. Let y = { Yi} be a finite collection 
(possibly empty) of locally closed subvarieties of X defined over k such that 
G * Y, = X for all i. Then h, : z,*(X,, * ) + z,*(X,, e + 1) is defined, and 
+(l)*(z*(Xk;))~z,*(X,;). Zf AC YcX with A closed in Y, then h,: 
z&, ,4,(Xh * I+ zt;, A)(XK7 * + 1). 

Proof We may assume y = { Y}. Let W represent a cycle in z*,(X,, n), 
and let F c d” x A’ be a face. We must show the intersection 

#*pr$*(W)n(YxF) 

is proper. Replacing t+G by its inverse for the group law, we might as well 
consider pr:x*( W) n d*( Y x F). If Fc (0) x A” this intersection is proper 
because WEZ*,(X, a). Otherwise, we apply (1.2) with B= Y x F, A = 
pr:( W) n (Xx F). (Note this intersection is proper.) 

To see +(l)*(z*(Xk, -))czF(X~, .), we apply (1.2) with II/ the constant 
map with image $( 1). For ambient space, we take Xx A” for a space A” c 
A”. We take A= Yx A”, and B= Wn(XxA”) for Wez*(X, n). The 
argument for zfy, Aj(X, . ) is similar. Q.E.D. 

LEMMA (2.3). With hypotheses as in (2.2), the map 

A*: z*(x,, ‘)/Z?*(Xk, *) -+ z*(x,, *)/$(X,, *) (2.3.1) 

is null-homotopic, where ? Is y or (Y, A). Zf K is purely transcendental over 
k, then the inclusion 

Z?*Wb. ) c ZVb~ ) 

is a quasi-isomorphism. 
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Proof. The (h,} give the homotopy. For the last assertion, we must 
show z*(Xk, .)/z:(Xk, .) acyclic. Using the norm map (1.4), we may con- 
sider a tower of field extensions of degree prime to a given primep and 
reduce to the case k infinite. It then suffices to show the map r-r* in (2.3.1) is 
injective on homology for K= k( T). If n*(z) = dw, there exists a nonempty 
open set UC AL such that XE U(k) implies the specialization M(X) E 
z*(X,, .) is defined and ~w(x) = z. Since k is infinite, U(k) # 0. Q.E.D. 

COROLLARY (2.4). The inclusion z~,~o,,~(XxA’,~)cz*(XxA1,~) is a 
quasi-isomorphism. 

Proof: Take G to be the additive group Ah. Let t be an indeterminant, 
K=k(t), and let 9: Ak-+G, with $(a)=a.t. Let G act on AL by additive 
translation. Taking I’= {Xx {0}, Xx { 1 }], the hypotheses of (2.2) and 
(2.3) are satisfied. Q.E.D. 

COROLLARY (2.5). Let XC Pf be quasi-projective, and let A c X be 
closed. Then the inclusion 

z&, a,(P,N, . ) = z*P;, .I 

is a quasi-isomorphism. 

Proof: Take G=SLN+I, K= k(G), q + G a generic point. Since G(K) is 
generated by transvections, we can find I,+: Ai + G, with $(O) = Id, 
$(l)=q. We now apply (2.2) and (2.3). Q.E.D. 

COROLLARY (2.6). Let X be an algebraic k-scheme. Then the two 
evaluation maps 

induce the same map on homology. 

ProoJ: Let K= k(t) and rr* denote extensions from k to K. By the 
specialization argument in the proof of (2.3) it suffices to show if 0 7~* = 
i,* 0 7t*. Let 0 = rt 0 translation by t: Xx Ai + Xx A:. It follows from (2.2) 
that x* N 8*, so it suffices to show i: 0 8* = i,* 0 6*. Again, by the same 
lemma, the composition 

sxjo, l)WW, .)A Gx (O,l]WX A:, .) T. z*(x,, + 1) 

is defined. Since T. is a triangulation, we have 

J(T. 0 tI*) - (T. 0 O*) J = JT. 8* - T. JO* = if O 9* - i,fO*. Q.E.D. 
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We can now prove the homotopy theorem (2.1). By induction, we may 
assume n = 1. Let z: A’ x A’ + A’ be the multiplication map z(x, y) =x-y. 
Note r is flat, so r* is defined. Consider the diagram 

z*(X;) “; ,z*(XxA’;)__lf, z*(Xx A’ x A’, .) 

P\ ‘\q. is0 lq. is0 

z:x {O, I}@-x A’, .I z~.~lx(o,~)(XxA~xA~,.) 

I I 
i$ i; 

z*(Xx A’, .) 

On homology, i T : * = id, and i$z*(Z)=pr:(Z(O)) for Z representing a 
class in zzX lo)(Xx A’, . ). By (2.6) it follows that prf’ is surjective on 
homology. Since (prf(w))(O) = w, pr: is injective on homology, proving 
the theorem. Q.E.D. 

3. LOCALIZATION 

In this section, we work in the category of quasi-projective schemes over 
a field k. All schemes are assumed equidimensional. 

THEOREM (3.1). Let X be a quasi-projective scheme over k, and let Y c X 
be a closed subscheme. Then there exists a long-exact localization sequence 
(d= cod,( Y)) 

.** + CH*(X- Y, n + 1) + CH*-d( Y, n) --f CH*(X, n) + CH*(X- Y, n) 

+ ... + CH*(X, 0) + CH*(X- Y, 0) + 0. 

THEOREM (3.2). With hypotheses as above, let CH*(n) be the sheaf 
(Zariski) on X associated to the functor U+ CH*( U, n). Then there is a 
spectral sequence 

E?4=HP(X,CH*(-q))*CH*(X, -p-q). 

There is a natural left-exact sequence 

o+z*-d(Y,~)+z*(X,~)+z*(X- Y;), 

so (3.1) will follow from 

THEOREM (3.3). The restriction map 

z*(x, q/z*-d( Y, .) + z*(x- Y, .) 

is a quasi-isomorphism. 
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Granting this, (3.2) will follow from 

THEOREM (3.4). The assignment 

u-, z*(x, n)/z*(X- u, n) ;” r( u, S”) 

is a jlasque sheaf on X,,, 

Note that (3.4) implies (3.2). Indeed, using (3.3) and flasqueness of S, we 
have CH*(X, Y) g W -‘(X, S). Since CH(n) = H-“(S), the standard spec- 
tral sequence of hypercohomology allows us to conclude. 

Proof of (3.4). It suffices to show the S, are sheaves; flasqueness is 
obvious. Given U, Vc X open, we must show the sequence 

0 + z*(x, r)/z*(X- (Uu V), r) 

+ [z*(x, r)/z*(X- u, r)] 0 [z*(x, r)/z*(X- v, y)] 

3 z*(X, r)/z*(X- (U n V), r) 

is exact. If Y, Zc X are closed, we have 

z*( Yn Z, r) = z*( Y, r) n z*(Z, r) c z*(X, r) 

which confirms injectivity on the left. Let (z,, z,,.) be an element of the 
middle terms such that 

ZU-ZyEL -*(X- (U n V), r). 

Let Z u, Fv be the Zariski closures of Z,I u, z,,( y, respectively. Note that zu 
and zy glue to give a well-defined cycle Z on U u V. Let Z be the Zariski 
closure of z on Xx A’. No component of Z has support on X- (U u V). It 
s&ices to show ZEZ*(X, r). We have ?=Z,+Au=Z,,+Av with 
Supp A u c X - U and Supp A y c X - V. Therefore 

zu--z,,= -A,+Av. 

In particular, A ,, - A u E z*( X, r). 
Note that the condition for a cycle W= x n, W, to belong to z”(X, r) can 

be checked one component at a time. In particular, if Tc X is a subset, and 
W,= C ni Wi, the sum being over all Wi c T x A’, then WE z”(X, r) =S 
WT~ z”(X, r). Taking W= A, - Av = X- U, we get 

Au=A;+A,,.; A;Ez*(X,r), Suppd...cX-(UuV). 
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We may also assume no component of AL has support on X- ( U u V). (If 
it does, put it in A,, “.). Thus 

Z=Z,+A;+A, “. 

But the only components in this expression supported on X- (U u V) are 
those in A, “. It follows that these components all vanish, so Z = Z, + A; E 
z*(X, r). Q.E.D. 

It remains to prove theorem (3.3). Write j$, ,, for the restriction j$, ,,: 
z*(X, .)/z*( Y, .) +z*(X- Y, .). Embed X as a closed subscheme of a 
smooth, quasi-projective variety M. An elementary exact sequence 
argument reduces us to showing j$, *, jc, y, and jX- r, X- y are quasi- 
isomorphisms, so we may assume X is smooth. 

Embed X as locally closed subscheme of Pf for N% 0, and consider the 
exact sequence of complexes 

O+z&, y)(PN, *)-z;-y(PN;)O [z*(x, .)/z*(Y, .)]A z*(x- Y, .), 

where tl. = jg, ,, - r*, r* being the natural restriction from zt- ,(PN, . ). By 
(2.5), the inclusion z& *)( PN, * ) c z$- y( PN, . ) is a quasi-isomorphism. The 
theorem now follows from 

LEMMA (3.5). Gioen n, there exists N(n) such that N> N(n) implies ~1, is 
surjective. 

Proof: By the classical moving lemma (Roberts [ 191, Chevalley [S]), 
given a cycle Z on Xx A”, there exists a cycle W on PN x A” such that W n 
(XxA”)=Z+Z’whereZ’meetsallfacesXxA”cXxA”properlyandso 
represents an element in z(X, n). We must show 

(i) W can be chosen to meet all faces PN x A”’ properly. 

(ii) If Z meets all (X- Y) x A” properly, then W can be chosen to do 
the same. 

We may assume k is infinite. Indeed, the lemma in that case together 
with the usual norm argument implies that for any ZEZ*(X- Y, n) and 
any p there exists an A4 such that p”Z~ Im(a,). It suffices to consider two 
distinct p and take a linear combination to get Z = alpf”fZ + a,pyZ E 

Im(a,). 
Recall W is a sum of cones C(L,, ZJ where the Li are general linear 

spaces, and C(L,, Zi). XX A” = Zi + Zi + 1. 
Moreover the Li can be chosen SO Zi+ I has better intersection properties 

with all the (X- Y) x A”’ than Zi. In particular, if Z = Z, meets (X- Y) x 
A”’ properly, then so do all the Zi and hence all the C(Li, Zi). 
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It remains to show that W meets PN x A” properly. Clearly it suffices to 
show C(L, Z) . PN x A”’ is proper, where we suppose X has codimension p 
in PN and L c PN x A” has dimension p - 1. Let s = dim Z. The problem is 
that Z may meet PN x A”’ very badly along Y x A” (or indeed, along 
Y’ x A”’ for any component Y’ of I- (X- Y)), and Zn (IF’” x A”‘) c C(Z, 
L) n ( PN x A”). Suppose A” has codimension d in A”. We can say dim Z n 

(PNxAm)<s-1, and we need this to be <s+p-d=proper dimension of 
C(Z, L) n ( PN x A”). That is, we need p 2 d- 1. Since p = N-dim X and 
d < n, we need simply assure N> n + dim X- 1. Assuming this, (3.5) will 
follow from: 

SUBLEMMA (3.6). Let A, B c I?; be equidimensional closed sets of dimen- 
sions a and 6, respectively; L c P; a general linear space of dimension l- 1, 
so C(L, A) has dimension I+ a. Assume dim A n B < min(dim A, dim B), 
andl+a+b-r>dimAnB. Then C(L, A)nBisproper. 

Proof. Let G = Grass( 1, r) be the Grassmanian of lines in P’. Let Cc G 
be the closure of the image of the map 

(A-AnB)x(B-AnB)-,G (a, b)+&. 

One has dim C 6 a + 6. For L c P’ of codimension r - I+ 1, the set D, c G 
of lines meeting L has codimension r - 1 in G. For a general such L, D, n C 
has dimension <a + b - r + 1. Since a general point on C corresponds to a 
line not lying on B, the subset E c D, n C corresponding to lines lying on 
B has codimension B 1. It follows that 

C(L,A)nBs(AnB)u{varietiesofdim <a+b+l-r) 

so dim C(L, A) n B < a + b + I- r, as claimed. This completes the proof of 
(3.6), (3.5), and hence (3.3). Q.E.D. 

Using localization, the reader can easily verify a strengthened homotopy 
theorem: 

COROLLARY (3.7). Let E be a vector bundle over a quasi-projective 
algebraic k-scheme X. Then z*( X, . ) + z*( V(E), . ) is a quasi-isomorphism. 

4. CONTRAVARIANT FUNCTORIALITY 

In this section, X is quasi-projective over k. 

THEOREM (4.1). Let f: X + Y be a morphism of quasi-projective 
algebraic k-schemes, and assume Y is smooth. Then there exists a subcom- 
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plex z*,-( Y, . ) quasi-isomorphic to z*( Y, . ) such that f * is defined for cycles 
in zF( Y, * ). The subcomplex is determined up to canonical quasi-isomorphism, 
so pullback makes CH*(X, n) a contravariant functor on the category of 
smooth, quasi-projective k-schemes. 

Proof First, note there exists a finite collection of closed subvarieties 
y = { Yi} in Y such that f * is defined on any cycle meeting all the Y, 
properly. Indeed, f can be factored X -+graph Xx Y jP,* Y, and the graph is 
a local complete intersection map because Y is smooth. In particular, the 
intersection is defined on any cycle on Xx Y x d” meeting the graph 
properly. Let Yi= {ye YJdimf-‘(Y)>i}, ia0. If Z on Yxd” meets all 
Yi x A” properly then pr,‘(Z) on Xx Y x A” meets the graph of f x 1, 
properly so the pullback is defined. The theorem will follow from a 
stronger version of (2.3). 

LEMMA (4.2). Let Y be a smooth, quasi-projective k-variety and let y = 
{ Yi> be a finite collection of closed subvarieties. Then the inclusion 
z,*( Y, . ) t z*( Y, . ) is a quasi-isomorphism. 

Proof Embed Y as a locally closed subset of PN, and define 

z*y;(y)(lPN,‘)= {zEz~(P”;)lz. YEZ,*(Y,‘)}. 

The same argument as in (2.5) shows that the inclusion z*y, ~y~(Pv, *) c 
zWN, * ) is a quasi-isomorphism. Also, we have an exact sequence 

o~z~,,,,(~“,~)~z*,(~~,~)~ZyYY,~)~ z*t y, . ) 

and the argument in (3.5) shows a, is surjective for n <n(N) where n(N) is 
an increasing function of N. The lemma follows. Q.E.D. 

The following generalization is established by the same techniques and is 
left as an exercise. 

EXERCISE (4.3). Consider a diagram of algebraic k-schemes 

x fbY 

Assume X is flat over S and Y is smooth and quasi-projective over S. 
Define a map f *: CH”( Y, m) + CH”(X, m) with the expected functoriality. 
(Hint: reduce to the case X= S and embed Y C Pg.) 
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5. PRODUCTS 

Let X and Y be quasi-projective algebraic k-schemes. We want to define 
a map in the derived category (s = simple complex associated to a double 
complex ), 

s(z”(X,~)~zb(Y,~))~z~+b(XX Y;) 

which will induce an external product structure 

CHa(X, n)@CHb( Y, m) +CH”+b(X~ Y, m+n). 

When X is smooth, we can compose with pullback along the diagonal 
CH*(Xx X, n) + CH*(X, n) (4.1) to get an internal product CH"(X, n)@ 
CHb(X, m) + CH”“(X, n + m). 

For Zc {O,..., n} a subset with m elements, we write d;-” = {(t,,,..., t,) E 
d”Iri=O, ~EI}. Thus A;cA”+‘, i = O,..., n + 1 are the codimension 1 faces. 

As in Section 2, we fix triangulations on products A” x A” by identifying 
A” x A” 2 A”+“, - 

(to,..., t,) x (4) ,,.., u,) + (to ,..., t,_, , uo ,..., u,- ’ ). 

Vertices will correspond to pairs of vertices in A” x A”, and an r-face will 
be a map 6: A’+ A”+” z A” x A” which is aftine linear and carries vertices 
to vertices. A triangulation will be a collection {T,,,, .},. n=O, I,..,, where 

T m, n = sgn( 6) ‘6, 

6 running through certain faces maps A”+“’ + A” x A” and sgn(%) = f 1. 
We would like for the T,. n to give a map of complexes (s = simple complex 
associated to a double complex): 

s(z*(x;) @ z*(Y;))i, z*(xx Y;). 
E 

It is easy to fix a system of B’s and sgn(%)‘s such that the corresponding 
{T,,,, .} give a map of complexes where it is defined, and we do so. The 
problem is, as before, that T,,,(z*(X, n)@z*(Y, m))cfz*(Xx Y, n+m). 
(Consider, for example, the case X= Y = Sp k, n = m = 1. The cycle {t } @ 
{t} Ez’(Sp k, l)Oz’(Sp k, 1) d oes not meet the diagonal face properly.) 

To simplify notation, write (temporarily; the same notation will be used 
in (7.3.1) for a different object): 

z*(x, Y; .) = s(z*(x, .) 0 z*( Y, .)) 

for the simple complex associated. Let z*(X, Y; . )’ c z*(X, Y; .) be the sub- 
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complex generated by products Z@ W such that Z and W are irreducible 
subvarieties of Xx A” and Y x A”, respectively, and Z x W c X x Y x 
A” x A” meets all faces F c A” x A” properly. The following lemma is 
proved by the same techniques as (3.1), and is left to the reader. 

LEMMA (5.0). Let WC X be closed. Then the natural maps 

z*(x, r; .)/z*( w, Y, *) + z*(x- w, Y; .), 

z*(x, y;‘)‘/z*( w, y;*)+z*(x- w, y;‘)’ 

are quasi-isomorphisms. 

THEOREM (5.1). Let X and Y be quasi-projective algebraic k-schemes. 
Then z*(X, Y; e)’ C z*(X, Y; .) is a quasi-isomorphism. 

Proof By (5.0) and induction on dim X, we reduce to the case X= 
Sp k. (More precisely, we replace X by Sp k(X) and then k by k(X).) We 
must show z/z’ is acyclic, and the specialization argument in Section 2 
reduces us to showing that for some K a purely transcendental extension of 
k, the pullback x*: (z/z’)(Sp k, Y; .) --, (z/z’)(Sp K, Y; .) induces the zero 
map on homology. 

Fix n > 0. We will define a homotopy h such that rr* = ah + ha in degrees 
<n. In fact, h(Z@ IV) = h(Z) 8 W, i.e., h acts only on the first cycle. Bear- 
ing in mind the sign convention for boundary operators in a double com- 
plex, we get (6’h + ha)(ZO W) = (ah + ha)(Z)@ W. For a while, therefore, 
we ignore W, fix a codimension r >/ 0, and define a homotopy 

h,: z’( Sp k, . ) + zr( Sp K, . + 1). (51.1) 

ForZacycleonA”andp~A”+‘-A~,wedefineC(p,Z)cA”+’tobe 
the k(p)-Zariski closure of the cone over Zc A;; with vertexp. The 
homotopy h will be built up from these coning operations. Two general 
position lemmas are useful. For these, X is any algebraic k-scheme, and Z 
is a codimension r subvariety of Xx A”. 

LEMMA 5.2. With notation as above, assume Z defined over k and p 
k-generic. Then 

is proper for any V c A” + ’ - A,” defined over k. ( We do not assume V closed 
in A’“+‘). 

Proof Identify A” + ’ z A”’ + ’ so A? is a hyperplane. Let G c CL,,, + 1 be 
the subgroup fixing A,” pointwise. For g E G, g(C(p, Z)) = C( g(p), Z). 

6Q?/6113-7 
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Apply(l.l)withXinthelemma =Xx(A”+‘-A;~),A=xxv,B=c(~,, 

Z) n (Xx (Am+1 -A,“)) for somep,EAm+‘-A:. Since 

C(P,,Z)nXxg(V)~(g-‘C(p,,Z))n(Xx V)=C(g-‘(p,),Z)nXx v, 

the lemma follows. Q.E.D. 

LEMMA (5.3). Consider a sequence 4 # H c p;: c pp + ’ of projective 
spaces over k. Let Z c Xx Pm be defined over an extension field K 1 k and 
assume Z meets properly any k-variety Xx V for V c p? - H. Let 
qElFfl- 5’” be a k-point, and let C(q, Z) be the cone. Then for arzy 
k-variety WC P” + ‘, the intersection C(q, Z) n (Xx W) is proper on 
xx (Pm+1 - C(q, W). 

Proox The projection w  of W from q onto P” will be defined over k 
and Xx w’ will meet Z n (P” - H) properly. 
Note 

(*I dim[C(q, Z)n (Pm+’ - C(q, H)) n (Xx VI 
<dim[Zn(P”-H)n(Xx lV’)]+l. 

If dim W> dim IV’ + 1 this inequality shows the intersection is proper. 
Suppose dim W= dim ?V’. If equality holds in (*), let w” = (w E w’ ( 
$ c W}. Then w” is defined over k, but Z must meet Xx w” improperly 
on P’” - H, a contradiction. Thus the inequality in (*) is strict, so again the 
left-hand intersection is proper. Q.E.D. 

To define h. , we begin by defining a sequence of points p(j, m) E A” for 
l<m<n+l and O<j<n-r+l. We take p(j, m) to be generic in A” 
wheneverm+j<n+l. Ifp=m+j-n-111 wetake 

p(jT m) = apAL m -P) (sop(j,m)=(*,O ,..., 0, * ,..., *)). 

For Z~z’(sp k, m), let h(O)(Z) = C(p(0, m + l), Z;if m <n or 0 if m 2 
n + 1. If a,h(O)(Z) meets a face improperly, we may assume by (5.1) that 
OE Z, whence a,h(O)(Z) = a,- i0)(Z). But this meets faces properly since 
Zc z’(Sp k, m), so we see h(O)(Z) l z’(Sp k(p(O)), m + 1). Let 

Z(0) = z- (ah(O) + h(0) a)(z). 

Again by (5.2), Z(0) is a cycle on A” meeting V properly on (A” - A;;- ‘) 
for any k-variety Vc A”. 

Define h(l)(Z(O)) = C(p(1, m), Z(0)). If m <n - 1 is another general 
cone, and we have not changed anything. If m = n, note pl( 1, n + 1) = 0 
and C(p(1, n + l), A;;-‘)= A; c A”+ ‘. It follows from (5.3) that any 
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improper component of 8,h( 1)(2(O)) must be contained in A;, so we may 
assume 1 E I. But then 

w( 1 w(o)) = a,- iI l C(P( 1, n), wvm a,z(ow. 

(Here the bar means closure in projective space. If &Z(O) = b and I= { 1 }, 
then a,h(l)(Z(O)) =p( 1, n).) Since ~(1, n) is generic on A;, we conclude in 
all cases that h(l)(Z(O)) E z*(sP Q(O), P(l)), M + 1). 

Let Z( 1) = Z(0) - (ah(l) + h(1) a)(Z(O)), and suppose m = n. Again since 
p,(l,n+l)=O,we see a,h(i)(z(o))=h(i)(a,z(o)), SO 

Z(l)= i (-l)‘(ai+,~(l)(Z(0))-~(l)(ajZ(O))). 
i= 1 

We claim that Z( 1) meets properly any k-variety of the form V for Vc 
A” - 6;~~. Indeed, for Vc A” - A;- 1 this follows from (5.3) since A; = 
C(p(l,n+l),A;f-l).ThusitsulIkestoconsider VcA;-‘-A;;~2cA”.We 
have for i 2 2, 

a proper intersection by (5.1). Finally for i 2 1, 

h(l)(aiz(o)p v= c(p(~,tt),a,a~z). v 

and again the intersection is proper. 
We continue to repeat this procedure, so 

z(i)=(l-(ah(i)+h(i)a))(z(i-1)) 

meets V properly for Vc A” - A;;,,:,; l. This process continues until (and 
including) i = n - r + 1: For i > n - r + 1, C( p(i, n + I), Z) may meet the 
face A;$’ improperly at p(i, n + 1) so C(p(i, n + l), Z) 4 z’(sp k(p(O),..., 
p(i)), n + 1). 

We let all h(i) = 0 in degrees an + 1 and fix a homotopy h such that 

i-(ah+ha)=(i-(ah(n-r+i)+h(n-r+i)a)) O... 

o (I-(ah(o)+h(o)a)). 

It follows that for ZEZ’(SP k, m), m <n and K= k(p(O),..., ~(n - r + 1)) we 
have Z’ = Z- (ah + ha)(Z) E z’(Sp K, m) and Z’ meets every k-subvariety 
V t A” properly. Indeed this is immediate for V c A - A&-.?. m _ r+ 1 ( V 
not necessarily closed in A”). But Z’ does not meet Arp2 so it holds for all 
V. 
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LEMMA (5.4). Let T and A be k-varieties, M c T x A a k-subvariety. Let 
Z’ t A, be a closed subvariety of codimension r defined over K 2 k. Assume 
Z’ meets every k-subvariety V c A properly. Then ( T x Z’) n M is proper. 

Proof If z E Z’ is a point, then Z’ meets the k-closure (Z} properly, so 
tr deg, k(z) >/ r. Assume (T x Z’) n M is improper. Cutting M by hyper- 
planes, we may suppose dim,M<r- 1 and (TxZ’)nM#@. If (t, z) is a 
point in the intersection we see tr deg, k(z) is at once 3r and <r - 1, a 
contradiction which proves the lemma. Q.E.D. 

We turn now to the proof of (5.1). Given Z@ W~zr(Sp k, Y; n) with 
ZEz’fspk, m) and WEZ~~~(Y, n-m); and given a face FcA~xA”-~, 
we apply (5.4) with Z’ = Z - (ha + ah)(Z), M = (F x Y) n (A” x W), T= 
Yx A”-“. 

Thus (Z-(c?h+ha)(Z))@ w~z’(SpK, Y; n), so rc*: z/z’(Spk, Y;))+ 
z/z’( Sp K, Y; . ) is trivial on homology in degrees < n. Since n was arbitrary, 
we are done. Q.E.D. 

As an application, suppose Y is smooth and we are given f: X + Y. 
Applying (4.3) to the graph of i r’: X + Xx Y we get 

PROPOSITION (5.5). With hypotheses as above, there is an action of 

CH*(Y;) on CH*(X;) 

CH’(X, s)@CH’( Y, U) --t CH’+‘(X, s+ u). 

Proof We have 

s(z’(X, .)@z’(Y, .)) -s(z’(X, .)Oz’(Y, .))‘A Y+yXX Y, .) 

\ zr+$ ) (4.3) 9 . 
The action is defined by this map in the derived category. Q.E.D. 

COROLLARY (5.6). Following [ 1 ] we can define a contravariant functor 
OPCH’(X, s) = bCH’( Y, s), the limit being taken over the category of 
arrows f: X -+ Y with Y smooth. Then OPCH acts on CH. In particular, 
Pic( X) g OPCH ‘( X, 0) operates. 

COROLLARY (5.7). Zf X is smooth, CH*(X, . ) has a structure of graded 
ring with 1. For xcCH*(X, n), ~ECH*(X, m), we have 

x.y=(-1)““y.x. 
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EXERCISES (5.8). (i) (Projection formula). Let j! X+ Y be proper, 
~EOPCH*(Y;), XECH*(X;). Thenf,(x*f*(y))=f,(x)*y. 

(ii) If Z c X is closed, then the maps in the localization sequence for 
Z c X are compatible with the OPCH*(X, . )-module structure. 

6. CYCLES OF CODIMENSION 1 

The prpose of this section is to calculate CH’(X, n) for a regular 
scheme X. 

THEOREM (6.1). For X Noetheriun and regular, CH’(X, n) = Ofor n # 0, 
1. CH’(X, 0) = Pit(X) and CH’(X, 1) = r(X, 6,). 

ProoJ Let ad”‘= ~JT=~ A?-‘, and let S”= AYJddm A”. 

LEMMA (6.2). CH’(X, m) N Pic(Xx S”‘)/Pic(X). 

Proof. Let Z’z’(X, m)= {zEZ’(X, m)la,z=O, i=O, l,..., m- lf, and 
let Zz’(X, m) = (z~Z’zi(X, m)(a,Z=O}. We have 

Jm+l z’z’(X,m+l)----+ 22*(X, m) + C’(X, m) --t 0. (6.2.1) 

Consider the exact sequences of sheaves (?I: Xx A”’ LI Xx A”’ --) Xx Sm) 

A standard argument using this diagram shows 

Pic(Xx Sm)/Pic(X) N H’(Xx A”, (1 + &)*) ;n Pic(Xx A”‘, Xx aAm). 

Let T= { (rf, pi)1 q E X generic, pi6 A”’ vertex}, and let OXXdm, T (resp. 
0 Xxadm =) denote the semilocal ring at T on Xx A”) (resp. Xx aAm). Let i: 
SP 0 Xxdm, =+ Xx A” (resp.J: Sp OXxadm, T+ Xx aAm). One has a diagram 
of sheaves of Cartier divisors (defining %, 9, and 8): 
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o- (1+9)*+j*(l+~0,.dm,T)~ V-0 

I I I 
o- c&d”, - j,o$,dm.T 

div - 9 - 0 (6.2.3) 

I I 
o- O:x&vn - J*Ottxadm.T 

div 
I 

-d-O 

I I I 
0 0 0 

and Zz’(X, m) N I-(Xx A”, U), so there is a natural map Zz’(X, m) + 
Pic(Xx A”, Xx c?A’+’ ). The analogous construction defines a map 

Z’z’(X,m+l)-+Pic XxA”+‘,Xx fi A: . 
i=o 

The group on the right is zero (use the analogue of the top sequence in 
(6.2.2) and note I(O* xx UmdY) N r(Ox).) Also identifying Xx A” = Xx 
Ai+, +a,+, XxAm+‘, these maps are compatible with pullback for divisors 
and line bundles along d,, 1. From (6.2.1) we deduce a map 

CH’(X, m) + Pic(Xx A”, Xx iYAm-‘) z Pic(Xx S”‘)/Pic(X). 

To go the other way, it suffices by (6.2.3) to show for f~ 1 + YO,.,,, T 
that the class in CH’(X, m) of div(f) is zero. Let A = P’ - {l} and let r, 
denote the graph off restricted to Xx A”’ x A c Xx A” x P’. One checks 
that r’~Zz’(Xx A, m) and the class of div(f)ECH’(X, m) is r’[Xx 
{O}-rgxx {co}. s ince A N A’, it follows from (2.1) that the class of 
div(f) is zero, proving the lemma. 

LEMMA 6.3. We have 

m=O 

Pic(X x Y)/Pic( X) N m=l 

m 2 2. 

Proof Since So = 2 points (more precisely two copies of Sp Z, since we 
work in this section in the category of Noetherian schemes) the assertion is 
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clear for m = 0. For m 2 1, using the identification with Pic(Xx A”‘, 
Xx aAm), one reduces to calculating 

T(Xx ad’“, G,,J/restriction(Z(Xx A”, G,,,)). 

Again aA’= Sp ZLI Sp Z while units on aA”’ are globally constant for 
m >, 2. This proves (6.3) and also (6.1). Q.E.D. 

COROLLARY (6.4). Let X be regular. The complex C$ Zariski sheaves 
z’J. ) is isomorphic to GmX placed in (homological) degree 1. 

7. CHERN CLASSFS 

We now have enough structure to verify the axioms of Gillet [12] with 
T(i) = z’( * )[ -2i]. In particular, his arguments give a Riemann-Roth map- 
ping 

zp: G,(X), --, 0 CH’W, P)Q, 

where G.(X) denotes the K-theory based on the category of coherent 
sheaves on the quasi-projective k-scheme X. Furthermore, rp is covariant 
functorial for proper morphisms. In fact, we will ultimately show that T* is 
an isomorphism. To do this, we will define a cycle class map and check 
that the composition with ~~ is the identity. This latter point is important, 
and I see no way to verify it without some sort of detour through relative 
K-theory. It seems prudent, therefore, to redo rapidly the whole construc- 
tion. The reader should understand that what follows has been greatly 
influenced by [12]. 

Recall we have defined (following [I]) OPCH*(X, . ) as bCH*( Y, . ), 
the limit being over all X J Y with Y smooth. The group OPCH*(X, -) 
operates on CH*(X, a). We have Pit(X) N OPCH’(X, 0). 

THEOREM (7.1) (Projective bundle). Let E be a rank n vector bundle on 
the quasi-projective k-scheme X, and let 5 E OPCH’(X, 0) N Pit(X) be the 
class ofO(1). Let K*: CH*(X;)-+CH*(P(E);). Thenfor any m>O, 

n-1 n-1 

@ (i*7T*: 0 @ CHP(X, m)T  0 CHq(W), ml. 
i=O i=O p>O qao 

COROLLARY (7.2). If X is smooth over k, we have a graded isoorphism 

CH*(P(E), n) N CH*(X, n) @ CH*(IFP(E), 0). 
CH*(X, 0) 
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Proof: The proof of (7.1) is standard. Using induction on dim X and 
the localization sequence (3.1) on X one reduces to the case E 1: 0;. (One 
needs the compatibility of exercise (M)(ii).) Then argue by induction on n, 
using the homotopy theorem (2.1) and localization for A& = P>- lp;- I. 

Q.E.D. 

Following Gillet [ 12, Sect. 23 we can define universal Chern classes C, E 
CH’(B.GL,, 0), 1 < i<n. Here B.GL, is the simplical scheme 

CL, x CL, q CL, : *. 

Since the maps are flat, we can define a (homological) complex 
{z’(B.GL r)jrsZ by 

z’(B.GL,, r)= @ z’(B,GL,, a). 
a-b=r 

By definition, CH’(B.GL,, r) = H,(z’(B.GL,, .)). 
There is a spectral sequence (whose convergence properties must be con- 

sidered suspect, at least for i 2 2) 

Ef’7=CH’(B,,GL,, -p)*CH’(B.GL,,, -p-q). 

There is also a universal rank n vector bundle [E, on B.GL,, and a (sim- 
plicial) projective bundle P’.(IE,) +n B.GL,. The results of Section 6 on 
CH’, together with the above spectral sequence applied to P.(lE,) show 

CH’( p.( IE,), 0) N Pic(P.(E,)). 

Gillet [ 121 constructs a tautological class 5 in this group. His “sublemma 
(2.5)” applies in our case to show that the maps 

‘51 pp(E.): CH’P,(~n), 9)) + CH’+ ‘(~,(&A~ 4) 

commute with boundary maps in the spectral sequence and correspond on 
E, with 5: CH’(P.(lE,), q-P)+CH’+t(P.([E,), q-p). It now follows from 
(7.1) that we have an isomorphism 

n-l n-1 

@ li 0 n*: @ CH*(B.GL,, m) T CH*P.&), m) 
i=O i=O 

CH*(B.GL,, m) @ CH*P.W, 0) 7 CH*P.(kz), m). 
CH*(B.GL., 0) 

In particular, there are universal Chern classes 

Ci E CH’(B.GL,, 0), l<i<fl, 

such that c”+lc*(C,)<“-‘+ ... +rc*(C,)=O. 
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We can represent Ci by elements 

C+z'(B,GL,, I), 

which can be modified by a boundary 

I d 

Z'(B,+1GL,,1+2)~ zi(B,+lGL,, I+ 1) 

T 
d 

z'(B/GL,,l+ 1) d z'(B,GL,, I). 

By means of the moving Lemma (4.1), we can find a purely transcendental 
extension L of k and assume the Ci’ defined over L for all i and I, with the 
property that f*(C:) is defined for every k-morphism f: V+ B,GL,. 

Now fix an algebraic k-scheme X. By pullback; the Ci give maps of sim- 
plicial Zariski sheaves on X 

BGL,,=Hom(X, B.GL,)+K(p.+z~~(*),O). 

Here z;~( * ) denotes the complex of Zariski sheaves U -+ zi( U, . ) on XL, p: 
X, -P X is the natural map, and K denotes the Eilenberg Maclane sim- 
plicial sheaf. 

Suppose now that X is smooth over k, and let f: Y C X be a closed 
immersion defined over k. Again assuming let the Ci in general position, we 
get a commutative diagram of simplicial sheaves, 

BGL, x - f.BGL, Y  

1 I 
WP,ZXL,f(.)’ 0) /* * NP*z;L(*), 0) 

where P&,&)=P *z>~( .) is the quasi-isomorphic subcomplex of cycles 
pulling back to zY,(. ). Note this diagram commutes exactly (not just upto 
homotopy ). 

To rid ourselves of the extension L, we can use a variant of the Suslin 
specialization map [22]. Write zi for p*z&. There are well-defined maps 
in the derived category 
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where .t denotes multiplication by t E CH’(k(t), 1) and the second map is 
associated to the localization sequence 

SP(k) + SP(kCrl@,) + SP(k(l)) 

(or more precisely, to the same sequence pulled back to X and Y). Since 
. . 

the composmon .zi + z&,, + St zi is the identity we can, for k, = k( t, ,..., t,), 
L=U k,, define 

s=lin-ls, n 0 St”-, 0 ... 0 s,,:z+lilJz;,+z;. 
” 

Of course s depends on the choice of the ti, but because the classes of the 
Ci were defined over k, the diagram one obtains by applying specialization 
toz,andz, 

BGL, - .LB.GLy 

I I 
z:,, - f zi * Y  

is independent up to homotopy of these choices. 
We now introduce the simplicial sheaves BGL,& defined as in SoulC [20, 

p. 311 as the sheaf associated to the presheaf 

A = r(u, 0,) + BGL,(A)+ = BGL,(A) u EL,(Z)+, n 2 3. (7.3) 
BGMH) 

Consider the diagram 

F’ ylLny n nx 

I 

homotopy 
cartes,an 

I I 

F, - BGL; x - f, BGL,: *. 

Here the right-hand column and bottom row are fibrations, and Fk is 
defined to make the left-square homotopy Cartesian. 

Given a complex C and an integer m, let t,C’ denote the complex 

- ... -0~ C,/dC,-,L Cm+l- ‘... 
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We have C + t,C. Consider now 

293 

b b 

If n is large for fixed m, the map a factors through the plus construction as 
indicated, SO the map b is canonically homotopic to 0, and there is an 
induced map F; + K(t, Cone(z’ x,f+ zi,), O), SO we get a class C, m E @(FL, 
t, Cone(z$,f-, zi,)). But again for n large relative to (ml we have #‘(F;, 
t, Cone) = fP’(F,, t, Cone) since in the limit the homotopy tibre is acyclic 
and we can use Suslin’s stability theorem as in [20, p. 321. 

We write K&Y, Y) = H-(X, F), F = b F,. 

This gives a long exact sequence 

... +K m + I( Y) + KAX Y) + Ka-) --f JL( Y) + . . . 

The above construction gives maps 

Cj: &(A’, Y) + CH’(X, Y; m) ;” 0-l -“(A’, Cone(z&+f,z))). 

This process can be iterated. Suppose we have regular closed subschemes 
Yi oh X intersecting transversally. Define inductively 

F(X) = BGL; ; F(X; Y, ,..., Y,) 

= tibre(F(X; Y, ,..., I’-,)+F(Y,, Y,n Y,,..., Y,-,n YJ), 

z’(X) = z: z’(X, Y, ,...) Y,) 
(7.3.1) 

= Cone(zj.(X Y, ,..., Y,-,)-+zi(Ys; Y,n Y, )...) Y,-ln Y,)). 

For Z n X a closed subset, we obtain Chern class maps 

KZ(x; Y, )...) Y,) d; ll-O;m(X, F(X; Y, ,..., Y,))-% CH”(X; Y ,,..., Y,; m) 

II 
dfn 

Hsm(X, z’(x, Y, )...) Y,)). 

(7.3.2) 
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In the above discussion, one can replace the Chern classes Ci by the 
Chern character ch (Gillet [ 12, Definition 2.341, SGA 6 exp. 0, App. Soult 
[20, Sect. 73) to get 

K;(x; Y, )...) Y,) ch 0 CHiz(x; Yi,..., Y,;~)@Q. 

Of course, the group on the right is a module for CH*(X, 0), so one can 
define an action of multiplication by the Todd class Td(X) and a map ch 
followed by multiplication by Td 

7 = (TWO) 0 ch: K;(X; Y, ,..., Y,) + @ CHiZ(X; Y, ,..., Y,, m)o. 

The Riemann-Roth theorem of Gillet is formulated in terms of r, and we 
will follow his model. Note if s = 0 and Z is equi-dimensional of codimen- 
sion d, then by localization, the above maps become 

z: G,(Z) -+ @ CH’-d(Z, m),. (7.4) 

Our objective is to show this map is an isomorphism after tensoring with 
a. The reason for introducing the more complicated relative situation is to 
reduce to the case m = 0. In the next section we will define (following Soult 
[20]) the y filtration on Kz(X; Y, ,..., Y,), and relate grf to relative cycles. 

8. THE Y-FILTRATION 

LEMMA (8.1). Let f: A + B be a ring homomorphism, and let F= 
libre(BGL’(A) -t’BGL+(B)). Let gEGL(Z)=k,GL,(Z). Then int(g) 
is homotopic to the identity on F. 

Proof Up to homotopy, the action factors through n,(BGL+(B)) = 
K,(B), so GL(Z) acts through K,(E) = { + 1). The (N+ 1) x (N+ 1) matrix 
(2 Oi) represents -1 in K,(E) and acts as the identity on the libre 
BGL,+(A) + BGL,+(B). The assertion follows by passing to the limit over 
N. Q.E.D. 

Let f: Y + X be a closed embedding of regular noetherian schemes. 
For N > 1, let F, be the libre of the morphism of simplicial abelian sheaves 
(7.3) BGL;, x -f, BGL;, ,,. Let F=b,F,. As in [20], Lemma (8.1) 
shows that a representation of algebraic groups over Z, p: GL, + GL, 
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defines a class [p] E [FN, F] depending only on the isomorphism class of 
p. Write R(GL,), for the Grothendieck group of such. We get 

R(GL,)z -+ CFN, Fl, 

R(GL)= = @I R(GL,)Z -+ &n [FN, F]. 

For Z c X this gives 

R(GL), + !,~I+I Hom(W~“(X, F,,,), Ws”(X, F)). 

Using stability as in [20, Lemma 1, p. 321, this gives 

R(GL)z + End(Kz(X, Y)). 

with Kz(X, Y) = Hsm(X, F). Here again the construction can be iterated 
(or alternatively one can take the homotopy limit over an appropiate 
diagram) to yield 

R(GL), + End(KE(X; Y, ,..., Y,)). 

In particular, these groups inherit I-operations [20, Sects. 1,4] which 
are compatible with the arrows in the long exact sequence 

... +K;^,,y,(Y,; Y ,,..., Ys-,)+K;(x; Y1 )..., Y,) 

+KZ(X, Y ,,..., Y,-,)+ . . . . (8.2) 

By means of these I-operations, one can define a y-filtration on Kz(X; 
Y I,..*, Y,) 0 Q. Further this filtration is defined by eigenvalues of operators, 
so after tensoring with CD, the arrows in (8.2) are strict, and gr: is an exact 
functor. 

We will assume Z c X is closed and equidimensional of codimension d in 
X with X noetherian and regular. We assume further given regular closed 
subschemes Yi c X, 1 < i < s such that all intersections ni, I Yi are trans- 
verse and intersections Z n n, Yi are proper. We redefine the y-filtration on 
Kz by a shift of d, so there is a map 

griKz(X; Y, ,..., Ys)o +gr{+dK,(X, Y, ,.,., Y,),. 

LEMMA (8.3). grvKi(X, Y ,,..., Y,)o = (0)for m 2 1. 

ProoJ Induction on s and the exact sequence 

gr°Kz;! ,‘( Y,; Y1 n Y, ,..., Y,- 1 n Y,), + grzKz(X; Y, ,..., Y,), Y 

+ gr~E(X; Yl ,..., Y,- 1 Ia 
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reduce us to the case s =O, i.e., gryKz(X), = grFG,(Z). (The shift in 
grading above identities gr;K$(X)o N grf, G,(Z), .) The behavior of weights 
under localization [20, 5.21 shows 

where the zi are the generic points of Z. 
Thus we are reduced to showing grTK,(k), = 0 for k a field, m > 1. But 

this is [ 14, Corollary 6.81. Q.E.D. 

Note that grt G,,(Z), = z’(Z)o = Q&vector space spanned by irred. camps 
of Z. We can define the group of relative codimension d cycles on X sup- 
ported on Z to be the subgroup 

zO(Z; YI )...) Y,)= (zEzO(Z)(z. Y,=O, 1 <ids). 

LEMMA (8.4). With the above hypotheses 

grtK,Z(X; Y, ,..., Y,), N z”(Z; Y ,,..., Y,),. 

Proof. The assertion is clear for s= 0. By induction on S, using (8.2) 
and (8.3) we find 

0 -+ grFK$(X; Y, ,..., Y,), + 

g$!K3X; Y, ,..., Y,- 1 h - grOKg  ̂ ‘s( Y,, Y, n Y, ,..., Y,-, n Y,)Q Y 

Ill 
induct&on 

Ill 
induction 

zO(Z y, ,..., y,- ,)Q rest zO(Zn Y,; Y, n Y,,..., Y,+, n Y,), 

The lemma follows easily. Q.E.D. 

COROLLARY (8.5). There is a well-defined cycle class map 

cl: zO(Z; Y, )...) Y,) + g(!Kg(X; Y, ,..., Y,), -+ &Ko(X; YI ,..., Y,)Q. 

9. THE RIEMANN-ROCH THEOREM 

THEOREM (9.1). Let X be a quasi-projective scheme over a j?eId k. Then 
the Riemann-Roth map z (7.4) 

t: G,(X), + @ CHd(X, m)a 
d 

is an isomorphism. 
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Proof: We embed X as a closed subscheme of a smooth k-scheme M. 
Since CH*(X, m) N Wi”‘(M, z$( a)) by the results of Section 3, and 
G,(X) N Wim(M, BGL+) we see that the construction of the map r is 
compatible with localization and there is a commutative diagram 

L,I(m2 + Kn+1w-nJ + GmW), 

r 
I 

7 
I 

I 
I 

@ CH*(M, m + l), --, @ CH*(M- X, m + l), + @ CH*(X, m)a 

+ KM&? + Knmf - a2 

r 
I 

r 
I 

+ @ CH*(M, m)a + @ CH*(M-X, m)a. 

By the five lemma, Theorem (9.1) reduces to the case X smooth over k. 
Applying localization to Hc X for a hyperplane section H, we may further 
suppose X affine. 

Let A” N A” be as before, and let Al-l c A”’ be the ith face, 0 6 i<m. 
For convenience in the next lemma, we will write A”’ in place of Xx A”. 

LEMMA (9.2). For n >,O and m 2 1, K,+,(X) N K,(A”; A;-‘,..., A;-‘), 
and 

CHP(X, m +n) N CHP(Am; A;-‘,..., AZ-‘; n). 

ProoJ: Let F, be either K,, or CHP( * ** ; n). For SC (0 ,..., m} S = {i, ,..., 
is> we write FJA”, S) for F,,(A”; AT-‘,..., AT-‘). For b#S# (0 ,..., m], 
we have F,(A”, S) = 0. This is clear by the homotopy theorem for S = {i}. 
For {i} s S, it follows by induction from the sequence F,,+ ,(A7 - l, S- 
{i})+F,(Am, S)+ F,(A”, S- {i}). Taking S= {O,..., m}, a similar exact 
sequence yields 

F,+,(A”-‘; At-l,..., A;::)-=+ FJA”, A;;-‘,..., A;-‘). 

By induction we get F,(A”; A;;-I,..., A;-‘) N F,+,-,(A’; A:, A?). This 
last is easily seen to be F,, + ,( A’). Q.E.D. 

These boundary maps are compatible with z, so we must show z: 
K,(Xx A”; Xx A;;-I,..., Xx A;-‘), +- @ CH*(Xx A”; Xx A;;-‘,...),. 
Let z be a codimension d cycle on Xx A” relative to Xx A?- I,..., 
Xx A;-‘. Let Z= Supp(z). We have, since z is compatible with the y- 
filtration (U=XXA~-U~!~XXA~-~) 
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griG,(Zn U) t grtKg(d”, dr-‘,..., Al-‘), + grt&(d”‘; A:-‘,...), 

I 
7 

I 
rd 

I 

Td 

CH’(Zn U) + CH”=(d”; A;;-I,..., 0), -, CHd(d”; A:-’ ,..., 0)~. 

By the usual Riemann-Roth theorem, the map t on the left is the identity, 
so it follows that r,,,( [z]) = [z]. (A point which is perhaps not obvious here 
is that CH”=(A”; A,“- l,...; 0) is @ of the complex z’(Z) + 
@ z’(ZnAy-‘)+ . . . . and hence is identified with the relative cycles sup- 
ported on Z.) 

Bearing in mind the isomorphism K,(X), N ed grtK,(X), which 
comes from the I-structure [20], it remains only to show 

LEMMA (9.3). The relative cycle class map 

zd(X~Am;XxA;;~1,...,XxA~~1),~gr~Ko(XxA”;XxA,”~1,...), 

is surjective and factors through CHd(X x A”; X x AT - ‘,...; 0), . 

Proof It is perhaps best to reinterpret this in terms of a map Zz”(X, 
mh + gr$m(X)Qy where Zzd denotes cycles meeting all faces Xx A?- ’ 
trivially. Let Z’zd(X, m + 1) denote cycles meeting all m-faces but Xx A”, + , 
trivially. By standard homotopy theory, CHd(X, m) = Zz”(X, m)/%Z’z”(X, 
m + 1). On the other hand, elements in Z’zd(X, m + 1) define classes in 
grfK,(Xx Am+‘; Xx A;,..., Xx A;). We have seen in the proof of (8.2) that 
this group is trivial, so the factorization exists as indicated. 

Finally, to prove surjectivity, we have isomorphisms 

Ko(Xx A”; Xx A;;- I,... I= K*(X) ” KOWX Srn)IKo(-v, 

where S” = AmurldmAm is the simplicial m-sphere. The right-hand 
isomorphism follows from [24]. (Note we have reduced to the case X 
smooth and affine.) This isomorphism is compatible with the y-filtration. 
As in [ 11, we have K,(X x S*) N bK,( Y) where the limit is taken over 
the category of morphisms Xx S” -J Y with Y smooth. A codimension d 
cycle Z on Y in general position pulls back to a cyclef*Z on Xx Sm. For a 
choice of northern and southern hemispheres A”, , A” c S” we can write 
f*Z= (f*Z)+ + (f*Z)) . Identifying A”, and A”, we see that W= 
(f*Z) + - (f*Z)) is a cycle on Xx A” relative to Xx aA”. The pullback 
f*: gr,dKo( Y) -+ grtK,(Xx A”, Xx aAm) carries the class of Z to the class of 
W. Since, by the Grothendieck-Riemann-Roth theorem, grfK,( Y) 0 Q is 
generated by classes of codimension d cycles, the same is true for 
gr,dKo(Xx A”, Xx ad”), = grtK,(X),. This completes the proof of (9.3) 
and (9.1). Q.E.D. 
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10. GERSTEN’S CONJECTURE 

In this section we prove the analogue of Gersten’s conjecture [ 111 for 
the groups CH’(X, n). The proof follows that of Quillen [ 18 J for the K- 
groups, mutatis mutandis. For a quasi-projective algebraic k-scheme X, 
define a decreasing filtration F*z’(X, * ) by 

F”z”(X, .) = (z E zr(X, .) ) projection of Supp Z on X has codim an. > 

Define x” = {x E XI Zariski closure of x has codim n in X}. An easy limit 
argument using the localization theorem (3.1) gives quasi-isomorphisms 

Ftz’(X, .)/F”+‘z’(x, 7) + Q z’-“(Sp k(x), .). 
XSP 

The spectral sequence associated to this filtration is 

Epq= Q CH’-P(Spk(x), -P-q)*CH’(X, -p-q). (10.0.1) 
.xeXP 

The complex of E, terms can be localized for the Zariski topology on X, 
giving 

Ei9: X@)P i,CH’(Spk(x), -q)+ @ i,CH’-‘(Spk(x), -q-l) 
xex’ 

+ **. + Q i, CH’+“(Sp k(x), 01, (10.0.2) 
XE x-4 

where for A an abelian group, i,A denotes the constant sheaf with stalk A 
on the Zariski closure {X}. 

THEOREM (10.1). For A’ smooth over k, the complex (10.0.2) of Zuriski 
sheaves is a jlasque resolution of the sheaf CH’,( - q) associated to the 
presheuf U + CH’( U, -4). 

Proof: The existence of an augmentation map CH’,( -q) + Ey 9 is 
immediate, and the problem reduces to showing the complex of stalks is 
exact at every point of X. Thus we may assume X= Sp R for R local. By 
splicing together the long exact sequences 

... + H,(r;“f’z’(X, *)) + H,(Fz’(X, a)) + Q CH’-“(k(x), p) 

-+H,-,(F”+‘z’(X;))+ . . . . 
.P 

for varying n and p one reduces [ 11, Remark 5, p. 281 to showing that the 
maps H,(I”+‘z’(X, .)) -+ H,(F”z’(X, .)) are zero for all n 20 and all p 30. 

607/61/3-8 
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Let t be a regular function on X and let Y = V(t). It suffices to show 
H,(f”z r-1( Y, .)) -+ H,(F”z’(X, .)) . 1s zero. Using [18, Lemma 5.121 one 
can write R as a localization at a point x of a k-algebra of finite type R. 
containing t and one can find a k-subalgebra of finite type B,c R, such 
that Sp R. is smooth over Sp B, with tibre dimension 1 and R,/tR, is finite 
over Sp B,. Let Rb = R, @ BORo/tRo. We have a diagram 

SPKI 2 Sp R, 

0. 
Cl 

u’ 
I 
u 

Sp(RoltRo) 2 Sp B,. 

Localizing R. and 8, we may assume o(Sp(Ro/tR,)) = V(t’) for some 
t’ E R& [ 181. Also, given a class a E H,,(F”z’- ’ ( Y, . )) we may (since u is 
finite) localize on B, and assume a comes from a class a’ E 
Hp(J”z '-l(~~W,/~R,), -)I. Th e image b E H,(Fz’(X, . )) comes by restric- 
tion from the image b’ = II; a,(~‘) E H,,(pz’(Sp R,, . )). An argument 
similar to but easier than the verification of 1, 2 in Section 11 leads to a 
multiplication 

H,(Fz’-‘(Sp Rb, .))@Pic(Sp R&) + H,(F”+‘z’(Sp Rb, .)) 

and a,(a) = u’*(a) * o*( 1). Since a,( 1) = V(t’) is principal, o*(a) = 0 so 6’ 
and hence also b are zero. This completes the proof of Gerstern’s conjec- 
ture. Q.E.D. 

COROLLARY. When X is smooth over k, CH’(X) 2: H’(X, CH’Jr)). 

ProoJ: From (10.1) we have a flasque resolution 

0 + C&(r) + 0 i, CH’(Sp k(x), r) + ... + @ i, CH’(Sp k(x), 1) 
YJ r-1 

4 @ i, CHO(Sp k(x), 0) -+ 0. 
XT 

But CH’(Sp k(x), 1) = k(x)* (Sect. 6) and CHO(Sp k(x), 0) = Z. 
One verities that the map a above is the natural one (e.g., since i2 is tor- 

sion free it suffices to tensor with Q and apply the Riemann-Roth 
Theorem (9.1) together with the arguments of [18, 5.141). The assertion 
follows as in [IS]. Q.E.D. 
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11. THE I?TALE THEORY 

The assertion X + Y(X, . ) can be viewed as a complex of sheaves 
z:,(X, .) in the &ale topology. The importance of this point of view has 
been stressed by Lichtenbaum [17]. We conjecture that the complexes 
T(r),, r=O, 1, 2 ,..., of Ctale sheaves on X whose existence is postulated by 
Lichtenbaum coincides with z&(X, * )[ -2r]. One aspect of this concerns 
the complex with finite coefficients: 

Conjecture (11.0). For n prime to the residue characteristic of k and X 
a smooth, algebraic k-scheme, there is a quasi-isomorphism (,u, = sheaf of 
nth roots of 1) 

By results of Section 6, the conjecture holds for r = 1. The purpose of this 
section is to use techniques of Gabber, Gillet, Thomason, and Suslin [lo, 
25, 231 to prove a “rigidity lemma.” 

LEMMA (rigidity) (11.1). Let n: X + Sp k be a smooth algebraic k- 
scheme, and let n be prime to char k. Then, for r = 0, 1, 2,..., we have z&(X; 
Z/n& . ) 1: x*z;,( Sp k; Z/G!; . ). 

ProoJ There exists a map, so the question is local for the &tale 
topology. We may therefore assume k separably closed and X= Sp k{ t, ,..., 
t,} the spectrum of the henselization at 0 on Ap. Let S= Sp k{t,,..., 
t,,- 1 >. By induction on m we may assume CH’(S; Z/nZ; *) 2 CH’(Sp k; Z/ 
nZ; *) and it will suftice to show the pullback CH’(S; Z/nZ; *) -+ CH’(X; Z/ 
nZ, *) is surjective. 

By a limit argument, any e!ement in CH’(X; Z/n& *) comes via pullback 
r* in a diagram 

A4 

x-s J 

where M/S is a smooth affrne curve with section 0, and z(x) = a(x) for 
x E X the closed point. Pull back M to N= X x s M and consider the two 
sections 

S 

We must show c* =z*. 
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Let IV be a projective completion of N. We may assume X’ = N-- N is 
finite over X, and so strictly Hensel. We will show 

(1) There is a multiplication (Pic(E, X’) = relative Picard group) 

Pic(N, X’)@CH’(N; Z/nH; *) + CH’+‘(K Z/K?; *). 

(2) Let p: m-+ X be the structure map, and let 0: X+ N be a section. 
Then e(X) defines a class in Pic(R, xl). The composition 

CH’(N; Z/nZ; *) ‘o(x’+ CH’+‘(K 7/nZ; ) ‘* b CH’(X; Z/n??‘; *) 

is the pullback 8*. 
(3) z(X) -a(X) E Pic(N, xl) is divisible by n for n prime to Char k. 

Note the rigidity lemma follows these three assertions. (The key point is 
that the target in (1) is the Chow group of R, not N, so p* in (2) is defined. 
To prove (3) consider the exact sequence 

T(x’; G,) ii Pic(R, X) - Pic( iV) - 0. 

Since z and G agree at the closed point, the image of z(X) - a(X) in Pit(N) 
is n-divisible. Since X’ is strictly henselian, Z(X’, G,) is also divisible and 
the assertion follows. 

Finally, we will sketch how to construct the pairing in (1) (Assertion (2) 
is a straightforward projection formula and can be left to the reader.) 

LEMMA (11.2). Let S = Sp A with A local, and let X + S be a proper 
family of curves with X normal. Let Y c X be a horizontal Cartier divisor. 
Then 

Pic(X, Y) r ” 
artier divisors D on X such that Supp D n Y = a} 

{(f) IfI y E 1 andf regular in a neighbourhood of Y} 

Proof: Let Zc 0, be the ideal of Y in X, so by definition Pic(X, Y) = 
H’(X, (1 + I)*). Let { yi} c Y be the set of closed points and let B = Ox, i-V,j 
be the semi-local ring of functions on X regular at the finite set { y,}. If we 
remove all Cartier divisors D c X such that D n Y = 0 we obtain Sp B in 
the limit. The exact sequence 

shows that H’(Sp B, (1 + ZB)*) = (0), so Pic(X, Y) is generated by D with 
Dn Y=@. 
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If D n Y= fzl and [O] =0 in Pit(X) then D = (f) with f regular in a 
neighborhood of Y. Moreover the class of D in Pic(X, Y) is given by a(fl y) 

m, Gm) - rty, kJ--“t Pic(X, Y). 

If this class is trivial, we can modify f by a global unit and assume f 1 y E 1, 
proving Lemma (11.2). 

We now construct the pairing Pic(fl, X’)@CH’(N, p) + CH”+l(N, p). 
By the localization theorem (3.1) there is a quasi-isomorphism 

zr(R, .)/z’-‘(Y, *) + z’(N, .). 

(Note the schemes in question are limits of quasi-projective algebraic k- 
schemes.) Also both sides are complexes of free abelian groups, so we may 
tensor with Z/nZ and preserve the quasi-isomorphism. In fact the construc- 
tion works equally well over Z or Z/n& so we will ignore the coefficient 
group. 

Given z E z’(R, p) and de Pic(iV, xl) we can choose a representative D 
for d supported on N such that D. z E zr + ‘(R, p) is defined. Of course 
z. D = 0 if Supp z c x’ x Ap. To show z. (f) is a boundary if f is regular in 
a neighborhood of X’ and fly = 1, let Tc Rx P’ be the graph of 
f(f-1)-l, and let W=Tn(WxA’). Note lVn(X’xA’)=@. One has 
z x W on Rx Rx Ap x A’, and then, by triangulating Ap x G’ as in Sec- 
tion2, a cycle T(zx W) on RxiVxAP+‘. If dz=O on mxAp-’ we have 

ixqzx w)= +T(zxaW)= &zx(f). 

Define V=diag*T(zx W) on Rx Ap+l, where diag: iV+ Rx R. Note that 
even though m is not smooth, V is defined because the support of WC 
N x A ‘. Assuming 8~1 N = 0 we have 

8V=z.(f). 

This completes the verification of (1) and the proof of the rigidity lemma. 
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